For Your Passengers

DVDs
Check out popular and/or classic titles from our regularly updated collection. Four regular DVD or Blu-ray titles can be checked out at a time for a period of 7 days. Also ask about our Lucky Day titles that have a stricter limit of only 3 days.

Zinio E-Magazines
Full digital copies of popular magazines that you can download to your mobile device and read while offline. Access the collection via our website.

Playaway View
For kids of all ages. Portable and pre-loaded with multiple videos; you just have to press play! Features external speakers, universal headphone jack, and an AC Adaptor to recharge. Check one out for 7 days; late fee is 5¢ per day.

Playaway Launchpad
Learning tablets created just for children. Comes pre-loaded with high-quality learning apps and games grouped by subject area, grade level, and age. Check one out for 7 days; the late fee is also only 5¢ per day.

Overdrive Read-Along
These e-book titles have professionally recorded narration that plays along while your child reads.

Bullitt County Public Library Pathfinders
Books, Movies, and More on Your Favorite Subjects

Learn a language!

- Arabic
- Arabic (Egyptian)
- Chinese (Cantonese)
- Chinese (Mandarin)
- Creole (Haitian)
- Dutch
- Farsi
- French
- German
- Greek (Modern)
- Hebrew (Modern)
- Hindi
- Italian
- Japanese
- Korean
- Latin
- Ojibwe
- Pashto
- Persian (Dari)
- Portuguese
- Portuguese (Brazilian)
- Russian
- Spanish
- Spanish (Latin America)
- Swedish
- Turkish
- Urdu

All available as books on CD

We have music CDs!
Choose from hundreds of titles! Check one out for 7 days, with a limit 2 per person, the late fee is $1 per day.

Check out the BCPL E-brochure Collection

Is there a subject you’d like to learn more about? If you have suggestions for future pathfinders, let us know!

502-543-7675 ext. 4 / reference@bcplib.org

www.bcplib.org

Taking a trip? Have a routine, boring commute?
BCPL offers many resources to help pass the time on your long (or short) drives!

Explore. Learn. Enjoy.
Reference Services
June 2016
Ever try a PLAYAWAY?
A small (about the size of a deck of cards) device that is pre-loaded with an audiobook. Our collection includes popular titles in both fiction and nonfiction genres. All you add is a AAA battery and earphones! Check one out for 3 weeks. They are renewable with a 5¢ per day late fee.

Hundreds of Audiobooks on CD!
The library has thousands of audiobooks in our collection, in many different genres. Choose from national bestsellers or classic literature. Each title can be checked out for 3 weeks. Our audiobooks on CD can be checked out for 21 days, are renewable, and have a late fee of only 5¢ per day.

Try a MP3 CD Audiobook!
An MP3-CD looks, sounds, and feels like a regular CD (compact disc). However, the content file is more compressed so that an entire audiobook will fit on one disc. New CD players which are marked as MP3-CD compatible will play MP3-CD audiobooks—as will most new DVD players, some computer CD drives, and new in-dash car audio systems. MP3-CD books can be checked out for 3 weeks. These titles are renewable and have a late fee of only 5¢ per day. Perfect for your everyday commute!

Thousands of E-audiobooks
Bullitt County Public Library offers two collections of e-audiobooks: Kentucky Libraries Unbound and OneClickdigital. Once checked out, an e-audiobook can be downloaded directly to a device like a smartphone or tablet. You also can download an e-audiobook title to your computer and then upload it to an MP3 player using OverDrive for Windows or Mac, or the OneClickdigital Media Manager. It is also possible to burn some e-audiobooks to CD using OverDrive for Windows or Mac. Access our e-audiobook collections via our website. Look for our brochures that explain the whole process!

Direct Connect Cable
Some car systems have an auxiliary input for devices like PLAYAWAY, iPods, and other MP3 players. Just connect a Direct Connect Cable into the headphone port of the device and the auxiliary port in your car’s audio system. These cables are available at electronics and department stores. They are also called “mini-stereo” or “headphone” cables; both ends look the same. (3.5 mm)

FM Transmitter
An FM Transmitter connects portable music players to your vehicle or home stereo quickly and easily. Just plug it in to the headphone port of your device (such as a PLAYAWAY) then tune your car stereo or home receiver to the clearest FM frequency and enjoy your book!

Cassette Adapter
Just plug the adapter’s cable into the headphone port of your device (such as a PLAYAWAY), insert the adapter into the cassette player in your car or home stereo, press play, and enjoy!

Some Recommended Audiobooks
Bestsellers:
The Last Mile by David Baldacci CD Book BALD, E-audio

Historical Fiction:
Corridors of the Night by Anne Perry CD Book PERR

Fantasy Fiction:
The Bone Clocks by David Mitchell Playaway, CD Book MITC

Science Fiction:
Seveneres by Neal Stephenson CD Book STEP

Spy Fiction:
The Travelers by Chris Pavone CD Book PAVO, E-audio

Crime Fiction/Legal Thriller:
Gone Again by James Grippando CD Book GRIP

Nonfiction/Memoirs:
Bossypants by Tina Fey CD Book FEY, E-audio

Nonfiction/General:
Killing Reagan: The Violent Assault that Changed a Presidency by Bill O’Reilly & Martin Dugard CD Book 973.927092 OREI, E-audio

Nonfiction/Self-help:
8 Keys to Practicing Mindfulness: Practical Strategies for Emotional Health and Well Being by Manuela Mischke CD Book 158.1 MISC

Family Friendly:
Nuts to You by Lynne Rae Perkins CD J Book PERK